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PROJECTS UNIT

This report covers geophysical surveys performed on thirty 
contiguous, unpatented mining claims in the Sixmile Lake Area, 
Patricia Mining Division, Province of Ontario. The claim num 
bers are as follows:
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The property is located 51 miles northeast from Ignace, 24 
miles south of Savant Lake and four miles south of Sturgeon Lake.

Access to the property may be gained in the winter season 
by snowmobile trails from the Lyon Lake minesite or via Sturgeon 
and Barge Lakes using existing portages to reach Post Lake. During 
summer the same lake and portage system may be used with a boat 
or canoe. Another means of access would be via light aircraft 

from either Savant Lake or Ignace directly to Post Lake.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property is composed of mafic flows overlain by an 
intermediate tuff-sedinwnt. Intercalated within this unit is 
a felsic tuff-lapilli tuff unit which in turn is overlain by a 
pyrrhotiferous argillite bed.

The rocks strike in a northwesterly direction and dip 
steeply to the northeast.

LINECUTTING

The grid was established in two segments with the land lines 
being cut in July of 1975 and the water grid being set up in 
February 1976. The summer grid was cut from a tie-line at 34*00 S 
and the winter grid from the baseline. The tie-line and baselines 

were run at a 123 azimuth. Winglines 400 feet apart were then 
established perpendicular to the tie-line and baseline with picketted 
stations every 100 feet.

The total length of lines including baseline and tie-line is 

25.7 miles and all grid work was completed by employees of Noranda 
Exploration Company, Limited.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

PURPOSE

To determine whether there is any sulphide mineralization. 

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration Company, 
Limited performed the survey under the supervision of Douglas 
R. Eaton, Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible for the 

surveys.

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSITIVITY (GEM)

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone 

Electromagnetic Unit (GEM). This unit is manufactured by Crone 
Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man is



with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting, and 
a power supply o f three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses the 
"horizontal shootback E.M." method o f surveying. One man transmits 
while the other man receives, and then the procedure is reversed 
at the same station. The coil operates at frequencies of 5 010 Hz., 
1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alternating 
current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 
into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic field. 
The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field (secondary 
field) , and the combination of these two fields (primary anci 

secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. When the plane 
of the receiving coil is positioned in the direction of the re 
sultant field, there is a minimal amount of current induced into 
the coil, and there is a minimum indication on the field strength 
meter set within the receiving coil. The dip angle is read from 
the clinometer when the receiving coil is in this position. After 
the two men have reversed this procedure and they each have taken 
a reading at the same location, the readings are added together 
to obtain a resultant dip angle. When the readings cancel each 
other out and the resultant dip angle is zero, then there is not 
any subsurface conductivity. But when the resultant dip angle 
is  5 or greater an anomaly exists and detailed readigns are 
taken. A detailed survey necessitates readings on at least two 
different frequencies.

This shootback method helps to eliminate effects due to topo 
graphical relief and coil misorientation. The transmitting and 
receiving coils are 300 feet apart and the readings are always 
plotted midway between the coils.

MAGNETIC SURVEY

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as the 

E.M. survey with equally qualified personnel using a McPhar Flux 

gate Magnetometer.

The same grid was used with readings every 100 feet, this
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being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas. .
The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E.M. survey.

VERTICAL LOOP

To gain additional information a second electromagnetic 

survey was carried out using a vertical loop unit. This unit is 
also manufactured by Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey utilizes a transmitting coil which is hung from 
a mast in a vertical plane and a receiving or search coil. An 
alternating current is passed through the transmitting coil 
producing an alternating magnetic field {primary field). If a 
conducting mass is near the coil a current is induced in the mass 
and the induced current will create its own magnetic field 
(secondary field). The secondary field distorts the primary 
field and the distortion is measured by the receiving coil in 
terms of dip angles. The receiving coil is similar to the GEM 
unit already discussed.

A total of 1159 GEM, 1978 magnetometer, and 1492 vertical 
loop readings were taken.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The GEM detected five conductive zones on the property and 
these have been labelled "A" through "E" for reference.

CONDUCTOR "A"

This anomaly was detected with only the medium frequency 
(1830 Hz) of the GEM from lines 32W to SOW and then strongly from 
lines 4E to 12E on both medium and low (390 Hz) frequencies. The 
vertical loop survey showed this conductor to be consistently 
strong from lines 60W to 8E and extending off the property at both 
ends. The conductor has excellent conductivity and is generally 
void of a magnetic expression except for the area around lines 

36W and 40W where a 2000 gamma anomaly exists and on lines 64W 
and 68W where a 500 gamma anomaly occurs.



The combined electromagnetic and magnetic data suggests that 
the conductor is steeply dipping to the southeast and that the 
depth to the top of the conductive source is between 125 and 200 
feet.

Two diamond drill holes completed in 1970 by Bison Petroleum 
and Minerals Limited examined what appears to be the southeast 
extension of this zone and intersected a graphitic zone containing 
minor amounts of pyrite and pyrrhotite.

CONDUCTOR "B"

This zone displayed excellent response with the GEM on lines 
12E and 16E and subsequent vertical loop examination showed that 
it bifurcates from conductor A, joining in the vicinity of line 
12W. It is interesting to note that while both zones A and B 
have excellent conductivity, conductor B has a moderate magnetic 
association indicating a different source of conductivity.

This anomaly has a depth to conductor of 75 to 125 feet and 
is steeply dipping to the south.

CONDUCTOR "C"

The GEM located this conductor sharply on lines 16W, 20W, 
and 24W and yielded medium frequency indications on several lines 
to the east. The vertical loop then followed this conductor 
the length of the property, from line 60W to line 36E and showed 

it to possess excellent conductivity. The separate cross-over 
points on the low and high frequency vertical loop profiles from 
lines 36W to 60W indicate a greater depth to the conductor in this 
area, in the order of 150 to 200 feet to explain why the GEM did 

not detect the zone. The depth to the top of the conductor from 
lines 16W to 24W is between 100 to 150 feet.

A broad and strong magnetic association is evident over the 
course of the anomaly and magnetic data calculations support the 

previously mentioned depth determinations.
An interesting feature of this anomaly is that west of line 

8E the conductor appears to dip steeply to the southwest while



least of this point it dips to the northeast. 

CONDUCTOR "D"

The GEM located this zone on lines 44E to 56E and then only 
weak medium frequency indications were recorded on lines to the 
west. The vertical loop survey again showed this conductor to 

have excellent conductivity and similar depth characteristics to 
conductors A and C. The dip is consistent with conductor C in 
that it changes from a southwest dip on the western end to a north 

east dip on the eastern end although the point of inflection is 
about line 00.

The magnetic characteristics are quite distinct, however, from 
other conductors as an extremely high (^5000^) magnetic expression 

exists from lines 48E to 60E, decreasing gradually to line 24E 
where values are around background. There is obviously an in 
creasing amount of monetite within this zone as it approaches the 
eastern border of the property. A small but strong mag closure 
was found centered on line 4W but between lines 4W and 24E there 
is vertically no magnetic expression with the conductor.

CONDUCTOR "E"

Two weak GEM responses were recorded over this strong and 
isolated magnetic anomaly. The vertical loop was utilized to 
investigate the area further and the results were completely neg 
ative. Disseminated magnetite is believed to be the source of the 
magnetic anomaly.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It seems apparent from the geophysical surveys completed over 
the Post Lake grid system that we are detecting long regional con 
ductors due to graphitic zones or ferrous mineralization. There 
is, however, one intriguing departure from this pattern over which 
further work should be carried out. This would be over conductor B 
around lines 12E and 16E where trenching program may explain the 
conductive source.

Respectfully submitted by,

D.R. Eaton, Field Geophysicist, 
Northwestern Ontario Division.
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SaGtSNWem S2Gt5NWe058 SIXMILE LAKE 900
. ~.v,, .~ v,~vyLOGlCAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Siirwy ELEnTROMAftNKTTf! ANH MAKMKTTr 

Township or Arc:. SIXMILE IAKR ARF.A ̂______

Claim NQRANDA EXPLORATION COMPANY T.TMTTP.n

Author of R.Tnrt DOUGLAS R . EATON

253 LINCOLN STREET. THUNDER BAY. ONTARIO

Covering Dates of Snr^v JULY 7 f 1975 - MARPH 10 f
(linccutting to office)

Total Miles of Line ,-.n 26.7 MILES   ..   --  

SPECIAL PRO VISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 

Oectrom agnctic AQ.

DAYS 
per claim

20

  Radiometric

-Other  ——
Geological.

Geochemical_

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer   ^Electromagnetic .

DATE:.

(enter clavs per claim)

^SIGNATURE:.

. Radiometric 

*S

PROJ EC l S SECTION .

Res. Geol.

Previous Surveys

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Author of Krport 01 Agrnt
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Approved by. -date.

MINING CLALMS TRAVERSED 1 
List numerically

PA 432908 PA 494*?*
(prefix) (number)

PA 434160

PA

.PA...

PA

PA 

PA... 

PA... 

.PA...

PA... 

PA

432911 PA 434161

.43m;L...........?A...JA4ie.?.....

PA 434163 ............,..........................................

..4.33AQS............PA....43.4.1SA....

..4.3311D............PA.....4.3.416.6.....

..43.3,111........................................ 

..433.112. ..........PA....4.3.4.3.Q2.....

..4.3.3.113........................................

.433115............PA.....4.3.43.Q5..... 

433116

PA 433117 PA 4 34314

PA

PA

PA..

PA 

PA..

T(

.4.3.3.U8.........................................

..4.3.3.W.9..........................................

...43.3.UQ........................................

...43.4.15.2........................................ 

...42.315.8........................................

yi'Al, CLAIMS 3 0



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

^- GROUND SURVEYS C '
 7f " - * ' . -' i nil ' -' 'p ' ' 

, r Number of Statmn* xujj.______
•;. ;. - . : -''-' .).-;-: Y

: Station ir
Number of

1492 VLEM
11S9 CEM. 1786 MAC? f

100
- . -.
400. paring

Profile scale or Contour i 

MAGNETIC

1"'2Q 800. 1000. 1200. 1500. 20QO. 3000. 5000. lQQQO r2QQQQ
(tpecify for each type of lurvey)

. M-7Q

Accuracy - Scale constant ±5-jGiMMAS
Diurnal correction m,.thod CHECK STATIONS AT INTERSECTION OF BASELINE f, WINGLINES 

- Base station location BASELINE L56W ,,.^.-.^——,^,-.^^^—..,.,^—,,.^.^.^.^-..i,,...,.

ELECTROMAGNETIC

Inctnimrnt CRONE KT^ECTROMAGNgTIC UNIT (CEM) f CRONE VERTICAL LOOP

Coil configuration HORIZONTAL SHOQTBACKj VERTICAL TRANSMITTER -

Coil separation 3QQ' {PRM) t 4 QQ * -2QQQ ' fVT.EM) 

Accuracy—±ls—————————————————————————— 
Method: S Fixed transmitter C3 Shoot back D In line D Parallel line

H?. Hz

Parameters 
GRAVITY

Instrument.

(ipecify V.L.F. tution) 
RESULTANT OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FIELDS IN TERMS OF DIP ANGLE:

Scale constant.
Corrections made.

x " Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.
i INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

i i ' Instrument

. Time domain. 
Frequency—,

Frequency domain. 
. Range_______

Electrode array—
.Electrode spacing.-^g.'t - - r '

;|?P; TYPe of electrode.
--'- '-.- ' -
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Ontario

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

October 18, 1976

MINISTRY OF NATURAL rtESO"R3K

RESIDENT GEOLOGIST'S Off ICE 

SIOUX LOOKOUT

Mr. Harry L. Bell
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
Box 669
Court House
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
POV 2TO

Oui Me number 2.2082 

Your l'.e number

Dear Sir:

Re: Mining Claims Pa. 432908 tt al. Sixmile Lake, 
File 2.2082—-——.————.—-.—..———————

The Geophysical (Electromagnetic 4 Magnetometer) assessment 
work credits as listed with my Notice of Intent dated 
September 27, 1976 have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims 
and so indicate on your records.

Yours very truly.

J. R. McGlnn, Director 
Lands Administration Branch

Whitney Block, Room 1617 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1X1 
Phone: 416-965-6918

DN/mw

cc: Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd.
Thunder Bay "P", Ontario, Attn; Mr. Jim Tomchick

cc: Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. 
Thunder Bay "P", Ontario 
Attn: Mr. Douglas R. Eaton

cc: Resident Geologist
Sioux Lookout, Ontario LS^"^
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